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Course Overview 

This course provides students with a visual art experience that will take place in one fifty minute class 
period every school day for one semester. 

The curriculum is aligned to the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Visual and 
Performing Arts which are: 

• Standard 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the 
elements and principles that govern the creation of works of att in dance, music, theatre, and 
visual art. 

• Standard 1.2 History of Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, 
development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 

• Standard 1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and 
technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, 
music, theatre, and visual art. 

• Standard 1.4 Aesthetic Responses and Critique Methodologies: All students will 
demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to 
works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

The interdisciplinary and experiential nature of the Arts (where rigorous academic concepts are coupled 
with real-world hands-on lessons) allows connections to many NJ standard areas. As such, where 
applicable, integrations to the other New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards and Cumulative 
Progress Indicators have been noted (including the NJCCCS areas of Comprehensive Health and 
Physical Education, Science, Social Studies, World Languages, Technology, and 21st Century Life and 
Careers), along with integrations to the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and 
Mathematics. 

In this course, students explore cartooning and animation as an art form and career path stressing the 
development of artistic expression using traditional techniques and digital technology. The influence of 
cartooning and animation throughout history and across cultures is explored. Students begin by learning 
about composition and how a viewer's emotions can be manipulated using the Elements and Principles 
of Design. They learn the correct proportions to draw the human head, and how to distort those 
proportions in order to draw a caricature. Emphasis is placed on linear perspective and other methods of 
creating depth in artwork. Students learn how to letter artwork properly and how to present their art work 
upon completion. Basic ideas regarding panel composition, color theory, and panel/page layout are 
explored, along with various animation techniques, including: stop motion, eel and computer animation. 
Discussion of aesthetics and critiquing help students demonstrate and apply learned understandings. 

This 2.5 credit semester course helps fulfill the state mandate contained in N.J.A.C. 6A:8-5.l(a)lvii for 
"at least 5 credits in Visual and Performing Arts" for all students who entered high school in 2010 or 
later. 
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How an artist's ability to choose subject matter, symbols and ideas as a basis for personal expression enhances the visual communication of ideas. 
Recognition of the visual arts as a basic aspect of history and human experience can play a significant role in creative expression. 
Artistic styles, trends, movements, and historical responses to various genres of art evolve over time. 
Informed opinions promote the ability to analyze, respond to and evaluate art in daily experiences. 

Enduring The best way to improve one's technique is through practice. 
Understandings An understanding of various cartooning and animation techniques, combined with an understanding of the Elements and Principles of Design, can allow the artist to direct the viewer's gaze, 

manipulate the audience's emotions, and convey intellectual or thematic meaning. · 
Contextual clues within cartooning and animation art often reveal artistic intent, enabling the viewer to hypothesize about the artist's concept. 
Engagement in the critique process is vital for artistic improvement, helping students be more objective about their own work, the work of their peers, and the work of others. 
Recognizing how the arts relate to all aspects of learning in relationship to the practical characteristics of daily life enhances the ability to make connections and solve problems. 

Unit/Skill: Elements & Principles of Design 

Days 6 days 
! 

NJCCCS I.I The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dani:e, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.2.12.A.1 Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.4.12.A.1 Use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and to discern the cultural implications of works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
imoact oerceotions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How do cartoonists and animation artists incorporate the elements and principles of design to express meaning? 

Questions How can the elements and principles be used to improve one's artwork? 

Skills Create drawings or other artwork using the elements and principles of design. 

The Student Critique selected comic strip panels using elements and principles of design vocabulary. 

Will... 
Utilize abstract elements and principles, devoid of recognizable subject matter, to convey the meaning of various sensory or emotional terms. 
Find, cut, and paste examples of the elements of art into a sketchbook for reference. 
Write several sentences explaining what element or principle is being illustrated. 
Use collage technique to make a poster illustrating one or more of the principles of art. 
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Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to;grades 11-12 
texts and topics. I 

Mathematics MG. I Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder). 
Integration MG.3 Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e.g., designing an object or structure to satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with typographic grid systems based on 

ratios). _ ' 
Science Integration 5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language i I .NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 

9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9 .1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Pen and ink 

Days 4 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing; and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
l .4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI l.l.12.D.l Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.4.12.A. l Use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and to discern the cultural implications of works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4.12.A.2 Soeculate on the artist's intent, using discioline-scecific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 

Essential How can pen and ink be used to effectively communicate a message? 

Question How does altering the style of stroke change the overall impact in a work of art? 
How can value be used to add visual interest to a work of art? 

Skills Identify and utilize pen and ink shading techniques, such as hatching, crosshatching, curved hatching, stippling, scribbling, repeated pattern etc. 

The Student Find, log and explain examples of artwork made using pen & ink techniques. 

Will... 
Create a seven step value charts for each pen and ink shading technique. 
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Unit/Skill: Pen and ink 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
Integration texts and topics. 

Science Integration 5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7. ! .NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
Technology 8 .1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 

9 .1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Drawing the Human Head 

Days 21 days 

1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCS 1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural 
themes 
1.2.12.A.1 Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.2.12.A.2 Justify the impact of innovations-in the arts (e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed oersonal resoonses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines ( dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
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Unit/Skill: Drawing the Human Head 

craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 
1.4.12.B.3 Determine the role of art and art-making in a global society by analyzing the influence of technology on the visual, performing, and multimedia arts for consumers, creators, 
and performers around the world. 

Essential How do cartoonists distort facial features in order to create a likeness of a famous person? 

Questions How can caricature be used as an intellectual or psychological "weapon"? 
How can caricatures tell stories without words? 

Skills Learn the basic proportions of the face & head. 

The Student Draw the human head from various challenging angles (frontally, in profile, and in three-quarter view). 

WilL. 
Create artwork using the correct facial proportions. 
Distort the correct facial proportions in order to draw a caricature of a famous person. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

Science Integration 5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7. l .NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 

Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Intezration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 

9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Presentation 

Days 4 days 
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Unit/Skill: Presentation 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural 
themes 
1.2.12.A.1 Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.2.12.A.2 justify the impact of innovations in the arts (e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How does the possible framing, matting, mounting, hanging and other such display techniques enhance/ alter viewer understanding of an artwork? 

Questions Why does the presentation matter? 

Skills Learn to correctly measure and cut mats and mounts. 

The Student Present and hang works for display with properly cut mats and mounts. 

Will... 
Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 

Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. · 

RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media ( e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. - 

World Language 7. I .NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).1 Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 

9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 
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Unit/Skill: Animation 

Days 11 days 

NJCCCS I. I The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.2 Translate literary, musical, theatrical, and dance compositions by using them as stimulus/inspiration for corresponding visual artworks. 
1.3.12.D.2 Produce an original body of artwork in one or more art mediums that demonstrates mastery of visual literacy, methods, techniques, and cultural understanding. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How can animation be used to effectively communicate a message? 

Question How do early animation devices relate to today's animation? 
How do early animation design strategies compare and lay foundations for today's animation? 

Skills Create an animated device, such as a thaumatrope, zoetrope, or flipbook, using still picture motion concepts. 

The Student Identify and define several types of animation, including: 
l. eel animation 

Will... 2. stop motion animation 
3. computer animation 

Watch examples of each of the main types of animation and provide written analysis of each technique. 
Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 

Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media ( e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

6 
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Unit/Skill: Animation 

Science Integration 5 .1.12.D. l Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

: 
World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. ! 

Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. : 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the 

pathway. 9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4. 12.C.(6).3 Explainwhat and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1. 12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Lettering 

Days 4 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

: 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.2 Translate literary, musical, theatrical, and dance compositions by using them as stimulus/inspiration for corresponding visual artworks. 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two· and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. 
1.3.12.D.2 Produce an original body of artwork in one or more art mediums that demonstrates mastery of visual literacy, methods, techniques, and cultural understanding. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two· and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted ar~ork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two· and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those sfyles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation ofa work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
oerceotions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How does the lettering in cartooning and animation art contribute to its overall appearance and impact? 

Questions Why can lettering be almost viewed as another art element in cartooning and animation art? 
I 
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Unit/Skill: Lettering 

Skills Recognize lettering conventions, such as: 

The Student 1. all caps or upper/lower 

Will... 
2. usually 10 pt type 
3. type set vs. hand drawn 
4. lettering styles and fonts 
5. "patch lettering" 
6. roman vs. italic 
7. display and title lettering 
8. bold and light combinations 
9. italics for urgency or emphasis 
10. sound effects lettering 

Utilize I-squares and rulers to letter their comic strips. 
Make artwork using the above-listed conventions. 
Identify the various types of balloons, such as: 

1. speech balloons 
2. thought balloons 
3. balloons with pointed edges signifying excitement 
4. dotted-line balloons for whispering 
5. joined balloons 

From a comic strip with the lettering removed, invent their own dialogue for the strip and draw lettering using the correct lettering techniques. 
Fill a sketchbook with examples of sound effects lettering, and other various lettering techniques. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit studv. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. ' 

Science Integration 5.1.12.D.2 Represent ideas using literal representations, such as graphs, tables,joumals, concept maps, and diagrams. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9 .1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences, 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 

9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 
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Unit/Skill: Panel Composition ' 

Days 11 days i 
I 
i 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. i 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines ( dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. I 

! 
1.4.12.B.1 Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements of art and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. i 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shov:in may impact 
perceptions of its siznificance/rneaninz. ! 

Essential How do artists achieve various points of view in a comic strip? 

Questions How is making a comic strip similar to television or movie production? 

Skills Identify various types of"shots" or compositional schemes that artists utilize, such as: 

The Student I. close-up 
2. medium shot 

Will... 3. long shot 
4. extreme close-up 
5. high angle (bird's eye view) 
6. eye level 
7. low angle (worm's eye view) 

' 8. one shot, two shot, three shot etc. 
9. foreground, middle ground, background space 

Create a ten-step value chart using india ink and water. 
Identify positive and negative space on a comic strip, and will color the negative space for emphasis. 
Analyze published cartoons/animations for compositional schemes. 
Draw a political or editorial cartoon that uses one of the compositional schemes, uses an ink wash technique and has a balance of negative and positive space. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. i 

Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. ' ' 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

' 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

i 
July 2:013 

Unit/Skill: Panel Composition 

1

9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Color Theory 
; 

i 

Days 6 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

' 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. i 

1.3.12.D.2 Produce an original body of artwork in one or more art mediums that demonstrates mastery of visual literacy, methods, techniques, and cultural understanding. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 

' l.4.12.A2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, draftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.l Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements of art and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
nercentions of its significance/meaning. ' 

Essential Why learn more about color? ! 
Questions How can color contribute to mood in a work of art? 

What effects do various colors have on people? 

- 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013 

Unit/Skill: Color Theory 

Skills Identify and define various terms relating to color theory, such as: 

The Student 1. color wheel 
2. warm vs. cool colors 

Will ... 3. receding and advancing colors 
4. complementary colors 
5. analogous colors 
6. primary colors 
7. secondary colors 
8. tertiary/intermediate colors 

Apply the above terms/techniques to original artwork. 
Make a full color wheel showing the primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries and their positions relative to one another. 
Create a composition that shows depth by simply using advancing and receding colors. 
Make a series of comolementarv color studies, showing what hanoens when comnlementarv colors are mixed equally and what happens when there is more of one color or the other. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 

Science Integration 5.1.12.C.l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A.l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the 

pathway. 9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4. 12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a nositive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Perspective and Depth 

Days 11 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance: All students will svnthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

July ~013 
i 

Unit/Skill: Perspective and Depth 

theatre, and visual art ! 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. · 

i 
NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 

1.2.12.A.1 Determi_ne how dance, music, theatre,_ a~d visual art ha~e influenced world ~ultures throughout hi_story. _ _ I 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design man original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. : 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 

1 

1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.1 Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements ofart and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
perceptions of its significance/meaning, l 

Essential 
Questions 

How do artists create the illusion of three dimensional depth on a flat page using linear perspective? 
How do artists create the illusion of three dimensional depth on a flat page without using linear perspective? 
How have artists used linear perspective throughout art history? 

Skills 
The Student 
Will... 

Use one, two and three point perspective to draw objects or to create depth in a composition. 
Create depth in their compositions in a variety of other ways, including: 

I. size (bigger objects appear closer) · 
2. placement ( objects placed higher appear further away) 
3. overlapping objects (the object in back appears further away) 
4. line thickness (the object outlined in thicker lines appears closer than the object with thin or no outlines) 
5. atmospheric perspective 

Draw a series of box shaped objects using one point perspective, two point perspective, and three point perspective. 
Draw an interior view of a room or hallway using one point, and then two point perspective. 
Using watercolors or tempera, paint a comic panel that creates depth using atmospheric perspective. 
Find examples of and critique comic panels and/or historically important works of art that create the illusion of depth using each of the depth-creating techniques. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy 
Integration 

RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. i 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. ! 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013 

Unit/Skill: Perspective and Depth 

Science Integration 5.1.12.C.J Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 
5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A.l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes, 
Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 

9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12 C.(6)3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

UniUSkill: Panel and Page Layout 

Days 6 days I 

NJCCCS 1. I The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, 
theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.2.12.A.1 Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.1 Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements of art and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
perceptions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How do the spatial aspects of a comic panel relate to the reader's sense oftirne passing? 

Questions How do artists use positive and negative space to create dynamic compositions? 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

July2013 
I 

Unit/Skill: Panel and Page Layout 

Skills Recognize page or comic strip layout conventions, such as: : 

The Student 1. "read" left to right, down the page 

Will ... 
2. usually there are seven panels per page 
3. storytelling can be enhanced by manipulating the gutters down the page or across the strip 
4. captions can be used for scene changes, voice overs, etc. i 

Recognize panel layout conventions, such as: 
1. generally, the larger the panel the more important the action 
2. generally, the larger the panel the more time is passing within that panel I 

3. generally, the smaller then panel the less time is passing in that panel 
4. positive vs. negative space 
5. composition - panels are made to lead your eye to the next one 

I 

Analyze the page layout of a published comic book. 
Create a comic page using the page and panel conventions. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. · 

RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to k,-ades 11-12 
texts and topics. 

Science Integration 5 .1.12.D. l Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. I 

Integration 
21st Century Life & 9.1.12.A.l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
Careers 9.4. 12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 

9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. ' 

Unit/Skill: Working and Final Critiques 

Days ] 6 days 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine & Performing Arts Department 
Cartooning & Animation 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013 

Unit/Skill: Working and Final Critiques 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. · ' 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. ! 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.1 Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements of art and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. ' 
1.4. 12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
perceptions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential 
Question 

Why is it valuable to have others critique your work? To critique your own work? 
How can listening to another's viewpoint affect one's aesthetic understandings of one's own art and the art of others? 

Skills 
The Student 
Will... 

Critically evaluate their own and each other's comic strip projects using elements and principles vocabulary and vocabulary related to the art of cartooning/comics. 
Analyze and critique several written story lines. 
Pencil the same story line given to others, each interpreting the mood and/or concept in a different way. View and discuss results. 
Complete a "rating scale" for their own finished comics giving them a score from 1 to 5 in a variety of areas. 
Fill out a worksheet assessing the merits of their peers' comics. 

Assessment Provide clear expectations of performance levels based on unit rubric. 
Clarify reasoning through discussion and student self-assessment. 
Individual and group feedback regarding design, technique and craftsmanship. 
Written summative assessments of unit study. 

Literacy 
Integration 

RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. 

Science Integration 5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 
Integration 

7. I .NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

21st Century Life & 
Careers 

9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 
9 .4.12.C.(6).l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning~_eriences. 
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